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wednesday | 11am
Strategies to
Create a Healthy
Board Culture

Work/Life Balance
Glen Titus

Doing Welcome
Week Well

Non Negotiables
Roger Charlie

David Hausknecht

Kellar Stem &
Josh Smith

An open conversation of successes
and failures within our campus
ministry. Our goal is to encourage
and challenge everyone to take steps
toward a healthy culture and
relationships between staff and
board.

How can we be the best we can be
for those that matter the most in our
lives? Is TIME the most important
thing? Is it ENERGY? or FOCUS?
We will review and share strategies
for juggling life well. We will discuss
the need for rest and highlight
rhythms and rituals for being our best
when our best is called for.

There’s no doubt that “welcome
week” is possibly the most important
week of the school year to invite
students into your ministry. Most
college campuses have a culture of
invitation for one week only. How well
are you capitalizing on that culture?
How do hospitality, discipleship and
evangelism work together in a
campus ministry setting? Hear about
how Christian Student Fellowship at
the University of Kentucky welcomes
students into their ministry while
sharing practices from your own
context as well!

Things change - In life, on our
campuses, and in our ministries. The
way we do ministry today probably
looks drastically different than it
looked like 20 years ago; 10 years
ago; or in February of 2020. Because
of those changes, we have needed to
adapt in how we effectively minister
on our campuses. However, amid all
of the constant shifting, there are
some things that we cannot step
away from. This workshop will look at
some of the essentials that we need
to not compromise as we minister to
our campus for Christ.

wednesday | 2 pm
Aligned with Christ

Technology Wise

Mark Pike

Kyle Jones

International
Students - Ministry
add-on or integral
members?
Cory Garren

Part I
Hello, Spaghetti
5 Maps to Make
Sense of ‘Where I
Am’
Josh Reynolds

Ministry in a post Christian culture
puts stress on Christian organizations and leaders. The lure of
success, relevance and celebrity in
this environment can derail a
Christian leader and the ministry. We
will discuss the importance of
integrity in relationship to Christ and
our mission as the primary bulwark
against these seductions and the
foundation for effective impact.

Have you found technology helpful in
your campus ministry work? Or,
maybe you have wondered how
technology could enhance different
aspects of your campus ministry
week? Come join us for an open
discussion and crowd-sharing time
on the latest technological tools and
resources. Technology Topics will
include the latest apps students and
others are using, Donational &
Partner Development tools, latest
ways to Communicate with students,
Social Media strategies and
Marketing, and several others.

International students are an
important part of our campuses and
our campus ministries. However, it
can be hard to integrate these
students from around the world into
the regular rhythms of our ministries.
As we think about the physical,
emotional and spiritual needs of
international students, we will use
this time to discuss some practical
ways to meet international students
and to include them more fully in our
ministries.

How can I feel “successful” when I’m
a mess of thoughts, emotions,
experiences, and unknowns in my
future? By learning to articulate our
inner-world and identify
turning-points in our lives, we can
see God at work in our story. In this
session, we will learn and apply 5
practical maps for recognizing and
giving language to understand
“Where I Am” in my story today.

thursday | 11 am
Coaching Your
Staff

Creating a Sending
Culture

David Lasley

Kellar Stem &
Panel of Mission Org.
Partners

Artmaking as
Connection and
Exploration
Kristin LaFollette

Part II
Adaptive Mapping
How-To Align Pace
and Purpose in
Pursuit of Calling
Josh Reynolds

Being a part of a staff team is an
incredible gift. Leading them is an
important responsibility. In this
workshop we'll grapple with the
question, "How can we help our staff
team grow and flourish in their roles
as ministers?" We'll spend time
specifically on topics such as
accountability, equipping, team
alignment and more.

More missionaries are being sent
from campus ministries on university
campuses than from Christian
universities. How can the ACM grow
in creating a sending culture,
whether foreign ot domestic? How
can we help students GO whether as
a traditional full-time missionary or
using their career to get into
unreached places? Let's talk and
work together to help students use
their skills and calling to reach the
unreached world and their unreached
neighbors.

This workshop focuses on
connecting with God and scripture
through artistic expression. The
workshop will begin with a
discussion of "reverse ekphrasis," or
creating artistic representations of
text. This will be followed by a
hands-on component where
participants practice artmaking
through reverse ekphrasis. Art
supplies will be provided.

How can I edit my future-goals and
future-plans as new experiences and
relationships come? Adaptive
Mapping helps collegiate leaders
clarify “Where I Am Going” with and
teaches us how to personally edit our
map along the way. In this session,
we will learn and apply 4 more
practical maps for recognizing and
giving language to understand
“Where I Am Going” in God’s calling
for my life.

thursday | 2 pm
Staff Pipeline
Process
Jeff Vanderlaan

SUCCESSion
Planning: Managing Leadershift
Transitions

Steps to Healing

Young Avengers

Ben Andrews

Glen Titus &
Panel of young
superheroes, I mean
campus ministers

Greg Swinney

It’s a difficult task, finding more staff.
Praying for more staff is a great start.
Is there anything we can do to help
see answers to our prayers? Are
there people we have overlooked? In
what ways can we assist those who
face difficult circumstances in
overcoming them?
Participate in a discussion about
recruiting, assessing, hiring, and
training new staff. An analysis of past
experiences, what working, and
brainstorming ideas for the future.

Campus Ministries that are serious
about their own sustainability will also
be serious about planning for smooth
and thoughtful transitions of
leadership. Unfortunately, according
to BoardSource's research, only
27% of all nonprofits surveyed
reported that they had a written
succession plan in place. This
interactive workshop answers key
questions like: 1) Do campus
ministers have an “expiration date?”
2) How can our campus ministry
avoid mission drift with new
leadership? 3) How long should a
transition period last for the average
ministry? 4) What are some of the
obstacles that get in the way of a
Biblical leadership transition? 5)
Considering that some surveys
report that only 30% of ministers
finish well, what measures can we
put in place to help us “finish the
race and keep the faith.”

Students are struggling with their
emotional and mental health. This
crisis in our culture has become
prevalent among many in our
ministries as well. In this workshop
we will explore some of the
challenges we face in helping
students find healing. We will identify
some simple steps we can take that
can provide significant benefits to
students today and the rest of their
lives. We will explore a resource that
we have used over the past 25 years
to help hundreds of students find
healing and a fruitful life.

Hear from a panel of campus
ministers who have a just learned the
early lessons from the first few years
of ministry on the university campus.
They have fresh eyes on what it takes
to be successful, healthy, balanced,
knowledgable, and relevant. If you
are just starting out, come gain some
wisdom and ask your pressing
questions to the group.

